
PuppetPLEX - Services Offered

Puppet Shows
PuppetPLEX To-Go 

Bday Party Workshop
Puppet Fabrication

Puppet Singing Telegram
Personalized Sock Puppet
Personalized Song & Show

Puppet Jam
Conscious Carnival

Ballyhoo Carny Crew
[See descriptions below]

Current Puppet Shows
(These are the titles, see website for description of each show)

Food For Thought
Safe Routes to Schools - A Breath of Fresh Air
Granny Green's Garden Variety Show
Dr. FeelFine's Cure-All Circus Sideshow
Boombox Bonanza
Monkey Thump
The Political Puppet Party
Deep Hug Chakra - The Goofy Green Guru
PuppeTea & Tarot

PuppetPLEX To-Go 
coming soon



Bday Party Workshop
Bring the fun of puppet making to your next birthday party!
We will set up stations to make finger puppets, shadow puppets, and/or sock 
puppets. Not only will you get the unforgettable experience of the puppet-themed 
birthday party, but you and your guests can also make your own puppety 
souvenirs to take home.

Have a fun theme in mind for your party?
We can do that too! Whether it’s Star  Wars, wildlife, or carnival, we can put our 
unique spin incorporating puppets into the theme, making your party an event to 
remember. 

Puppet Fabrication
Have a great idea for a puppet?
Let us help you bring that idea to life!
We specialize in custom puppets, built to order. Whether it’s a character you 
have drawn, or just a vague idea, we can work together to make it a reality.
5000 Puppets specializes in cartoon-like, Muppet-style, hand puppets.

Materials primarily consist of polar fleece, felt, and/or faux fur. We have done 
caricatures, pets, monsters, computer-themed  characters, and food-themed 
characters to name a few.

Prices vary by project.
Please contact us for more details.

Puppet Singing Telegram
How would you like to send a Happy Birthday, Graduation Congratulations, 
Promotion Message, Rites of Passage Ceremony, or any kind of achievement/
goal recognition, or perhaps just a fun & quirky message for any occasion
or reason in a hilarious & unique way?

PuppetPLEX can film a short video for you with members of our puppet cast 



reciting a custom message or poem of your choice, singing a favorite song, 
giving a surprise marriage proposal, an invite to meeting up for dinner or drinks 
with friends.

The possibilities are endless... 
You could even just give us names & info about your subject and let us get 
creative!

So send us a message you would like to send to loved ones, friends, or 
colleagues in a fun & zany way, and we will "Puppet Out" for you.

Personalized Sock Puppet
Interested in getting a unique gift for someone?
Have a particular theme in mind for which you'd like to have
a matching puppet?

We can make a personalized Sock Puppet for you.

Just give us the theme, occasion, some character traits & interest list of the 
person for whom you are making the puppet or describe the personality of the 
puppet you want, and we will create a unique and personalized sock puppet! 

Personalized Song & Show

Got a special occasion coming up? Birthday? Anniversary? How about a victory 
party for your favorite sports team?
Maybe you have a business that is looking for a catchy jingle, a radio 
commercial, slogan or a clever way to express a product or mission statement?

Well you came to the right place!
PuppetPLEX can custom craft you an original song or puppet jam to the theme of 
your choice. All we need is the subject, some personal tidbits about the person or 
business, and we will formulate you a one of a kind lyrical composition that will 
be memorable and fun!!



By the way, we can do the same concept with a short format video ;-)
We can produce a video or a show around your main idea.
We are very creative.

So give us your best pitch and let/watch us knock it out of the park!!

Puppet Jam
The Puppet Jam is an audience participatory experience that consists of several 
areas of playful interactivity:

1) Puppet Slam/Open mic : Organized by an MC host, this segment allows cast 
members and audience members to choose a puppet and present a favorite 
poem, spoken word piece or song.

2) Puppet Improv Comedy : Features improv theatre games that allow puppet 
crew members to mix it up with audience members who are selected to join in 
the fun of live scenes that are made up on the spot with suggestions from the 
audience in random acts of skits and giggles.

3) Puppet Karaoke : This favorite segment allows participants to choose puppets 
and a song to sing with karaoke style read-along lyrics to help the performers 
remember the song as they animate their puppets with hysterical results.

Conscious Carnival
Conscious Carnival has designed and showcased environmentally educational 
carnival games for audiences of all ages. Since 2004, Conscious Carnival has 
appeared throughout the United States at major music festivals and tours, 
universities and schools, local fairs and farmers markets, and professional sports 
events. 

These games of chance are designed to engage participants with entertaining 
and fun activities while they learn about a variety of issues concerning the 
environment and sustainability. In addition to the theme, each game has posters 
of information concerning the topic of choice, as well as scripted rhyming spiels



for the Carny to holler out that reinforce the lessons of each game.
The prize for participating is an illustrated postcard on one side with the issue 
and solutions of each game described on the other side. 

Contact us to discuss the games you would be interested in and the rates for 
bringing them to your next event.

Check the PuppetPLEX website to view the full Conscious Carnival Promo 
Packet

Conscious Carnival Games:
- Toss Out Fossil Fuels (Target Knock-Over)
- Recycle Swish (Basketball Toss)
- Eco-opolis (Coin Toss)
- Up a Creek (Magnetic Fishing)
- Seeds for Life (Bean Bag Toss)
- GMO Freak Show (Circus Poster Art w/Photo Ops)

Ballyhoo Carny Crew
Ballyhoo Carny Crew Performance 
    Ballyhoo (balÂ·lyÂ·hoo):
   1. Sensational or clamorous advertising or publicity.
   2. A carnival term for a spiel given to draw crowds to a sideshow or game.

The Conscious Carnival features the Ballyhoo Carny Crew which delivers a 
spoken word & musical performance (from 7-15 minutes in length) that highlight 
the issues of selected games (Toss Out Fossil Fuels, Recycle Swiss, GMO Freak 
Show, and Eco-Opolis).  These can be performed throughout the day to generate 
interest in the Conscious Carnival games. 

We can supply all the staging, sound equipment and microphones needed for 
this performance or can work with local sound equipment if available.


